Featuring the NIV text in a chronological/historical arrangement, this bestselling Bible lets readers experience history while the daily commentary helps them understand God’s love and provision. This new large-print edition presents the unfolding of God’s story through daily offerings in easy-to-read 12-point type.

The Daily Bible® Large Print Edition presents these helpful features:

365 convenient daily reading segments make reading the Bible in one year easy. Commentary provides historical and spiritual insights and sets the scene for readings. Topical arrangements for Proverbs and Ecclesiastes enable readers to focus on specific aspects of God’s wisdom. Now as never before, studying God’s Word can become a fresh, inviting, enriching experience for every reader.
Reading the Bible in chronological order is very helpful for the reader with at least a fair amount of Bible knowledge. Not so much for a first-timer, because it takes a while to get into it.

But for someone that wants to read the Bible all the way through, this is fantastically helpful. And the dated sections make it easy to stay on track.

I highly recommend the Daily Bible!
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